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In a pure-hydrogen glow discharge plasma, the etch rate of silicon increases with increasing
temperature up to about �1100 Å /s at 60–80 °C and, upon a further increase of the temperature,
etch rate strongly decreases, showing Arrhenius-like dependence with negative apparent activation
energy of −1.5 kcal /mol. When the Si sample is at the floating potential, oxygen impurities of �10
at. ppm strongly decrease the etch rate. At more than 70 ppm of oxygen, the etching stops. Oxygen
adsorbed on the Si surface can be removed by ion bombardment when negative potential is applied
to the Si sample and the Si is then etched chemically by H atoms. The etching by atomic hydrogen
is isotropic in an oxygen-free system. A controllable addition of a few ppm of oxygen in
combination with negative bias of the Si sample results in highly anisotropic etching with thin oxide

acting as side-wall passivation. © 2008 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2884731�
I. INTRODUCTION

Etching and posttreatment of silicon with hydrogen glow
discharge plasma1–16 or with atomic hydrogen produced by
hot filament4,17,18 have again received significant attention
recently in the context of new, alternative gases and pro-
cesses for patterning in microelectronic device fabrication,1–3

posttreatment of thin-film silicon in order to enhance its
crystallization,11–14 cleaning and passivation of wafers prior
to the deposition of epitaxial films,19–37 and cleaning of de-
vices for controlled nuclear research38,39 and of equipment
for plasma-induced deposition of thin films.2 The etching is
also the initial step in the chemical transport of silicon,
which has been used in the first report on the preparation of
nanocrystalline silicon, nc-Si,40 which is nowadays an impor-
tant material for large-scale microelectronic devices such as
thin-film transistors in flat-panel displays and for stable thin-
film solar cells.41,42 The present paper focuses on the etching
reaction.

Plasma-induced and -assisted etching processes can be di-
vided between chemical etching, physical sputtering, chemi-
cal sputtering, and reactive-ion etching.43–47 The chemical
etching of Si and Ge in hydrogen plasma has been described
by Veprek and Marecek in conjunction with the chemical
transport,40 that of As, Sb, and Te by Ing and Chiang,43 and
“chemical sputtering” of As, Sb, Bi, C, and Te has been
reported by Günterschulze.48 The etching of phosphorus by
atomic hydrogen is also the first step in the preparation of
amorphous and nanocrystalline black phosphorus by chemi-
cal transport in hydrogen plasma49 with excellent electronic
properties50 and surprisingly high stability against oxida-
tion.51 A simultaneous ion- or electron-bombardment usually
enhances the etch rate by increasing the effective reactive-
sticking coefficient of the hydrogen and enhancing the reac-
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tivity of the solid due to radiation damage, as shown, e.g., for
carbon.52 The synergistic effects of ion bombardment and
chemical etching were investigated and discussed in some
details by Winters and Coburn et al.47

Webb et al. investigated the etching of silicon in hydrogen
discharge by means of in situ thermogravimetry.53 With in-
creasing temperature, the etch rate initially increased,
reached a maximum at about 60 °C, and, upon a further
increase of the temperature, the etch rate decreased. This
decrease means a negative effective-activation energy, which
is typical for complex reactions where an exothermic equi-
librium precedes the rate-determining step of the product
formation.54 Therefore, Webb and Veprek suggested a reac-
tion mechanism based on a step-wise addition of chemi-
sorbed hydrogen to the Si-surface until volatile silane is
formed. Simultaneously, heterogeneous recombination of hy-
drogen proceeds, resulting in depletion of the concentration
of chemisorbed hydrogen. A similar mechanism has also
been proposed for the electron-induced etching of silicon in
hydrogen plasma.55 Negative activation energy in the high-
temperature region of −4.2 kcal /mol with a preexponential
factor of 1.5�10−5 has been obtained from the Arrhenius
plot �see Fig. 2 in Ref. 55�. In both studies, the etch rate
increased with the discharge-current density and with the hy-
drogen pressure, indicating its nearly linear dependence on
the concentration of atomic hydrogen. This is in accord with
the proposed mechanism of the step-wise addition of chemi-
sorbed hydrogen, i.e., with an overall reaction Si�s�+4H
→SiH4 being pseudo first order. The negative value of the
effective-activation energy has been explained by a higher
�positive� value of the activation energy for the
heterogeneous-hydrogen recombination and desorption of
H2, as compared to that of silane formation �see Table I in
Ref. 55�.

Veprek and Sarott55 also emphasized the problem of em-
brittlement of the silicon by hydrogen, which is in agreement
with later measurements of a high concentration of hydrogen

of up to 0.2 at. % in silicon wafers that were exposed to
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sources of atomic hydrogen.56,57 Hydrogen in Si wafers can
deactivate hole-bound states58 and passivate defects.59 In
p-type silicon hydrogen occupies a position between the
Si-Si atoms as H+, and in n-type Si, H− occupies an intersti-
tial tetrahedral position.60 The hydrogen embrittlement of
materials exposed to hydrogen plasma is a general phenom-
ena that has also been reported for steels,61 titanium,62,63 and
other materials.64

In 1989, Abrefah and Olander used the modulated-
molecular-beam technique to study the etching of Si with H
atoms produced by dissociation of hydrogen in a hot tung-
sten tube.65 Abrefah and Olander elaborated a detailed
mechanistic model whose results are in good agreement with
that of Veprek et al.53,55 Gates et al. studied the reaction
between silicon and atomic hydrogen by means of
temperature-programmed desorption.66–69

The interaction of hydrogen with the silicon surface has
often been identified to be crucial for the growth of nc-Si.
Many papers quoted above report on the etching and surface
treatment of Si with atomic hydrogen, but without such de-
tailed studies. In the present paper we shall focus on the
effect of oxygen on the etch rate because it has not been
addressed in the recent papers. In order to provide a basis for
comparison with the earlier work, we shall first describe
etching in a pure-hydrogen discharge.

II. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus used in the present study �Fig. 1� consisted
of a discharge tube with an inner diameter of 7.6 cm made of
silica �“quartz glass”�, which was connected to a remote hol-
low cathode via silica tubing of a diameter of 3 cm in order
to avoid the back diffusion of impurities, which are usually
produced in the cathode region. The dc glow discharge was
maintained between the anode and the grounded hollow
cathode. The 2�2 cm2 small silicon samples were cut from
an undoped Si wafer and fixed on a holder made of stainless
steel, whose temperature was precisely controlled by means
of electric resistance heating, a thermocouple inserted into
the substrate holder �see Fig. 1�, and a thermo-controller �not
shown�. The temperature reading of the thermocouple was

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus used in the present study �see
text�.
also compared with that of an infrared pyrometer sensing the
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surface of the Si sample. The seals between the silica tube
and the sample holder, as well as the cathode, were made of
two Viton O-rings with the space between them being
pumped to �10−2 mbar. This reduced the leaks from the
atmosphere by orders of magnitude. The whole system was
ultra-high-vacuum �UHV� compatible in order to assure a
background pressure of �10−8 mbar. Ultrapure hydrogen
�99.9999%� �Messer Griesheim� with Oxysorb purifying car-
tridge, which reduces the total oxygen and water content
below 1 ppm, was used as the process gas at a flow rate of
0.3 mbar l /s during the etching.

The Si sample was cleaned using the RCA procedure70

followed by about a 30 s dip in diluted HF /H2O acid, which
left a clean hydrophobic surface passivated by chemisorbed
hydrogen.71 The sample holder was screened by an electri-
cally insulating silica tube so that only the Si-sample surface
of about 1.6 cm2 area was exposed to the plasma. Prior to
the etching experiment, the whole discharge tube was ther-
mally isolated and a higher hydrogen flow rate was set as to
obtain a pressure of about 1 mbar in the discharge tube. A
discharge current of about 1 A was used in order to clean the
whole system. The temperature of the sample was set to
500 °C. Under these conditions, the temperature of the dis-
charge tube reached �300 °C and the surface of the inner
walls was reduced to almost pure silicon, which reduced the
desorption of oxygen-containing species during the subse-
quent etch experiment. After �15 h, the cleaning was
stopped, the thermal insulation was removed, and the dis-
charge tube was cooled with water. Under these conditions,
the total desorption and leak rate was about 5�10−6

mbar l /s. The total background pressure was about 2�
10−7 mbar and was dominated by hydrogen desorbing from
the walls due to the “hydrogen recycling,” which is well
known, e.g., from the Tokamak devices for controlled
nuclear fusion.63,72 Thus, the total oxygen impurity content
in the hydrogen plasma was �2–3 ppm, as determined by
calibrated quadrupole-mass spectrometry when introducing
oxygen through the UHV leak valve and adjusting its pres-
sure in the discharge tube, which was measured by an abso-
lute pressure gauge �Baratron�.

The electrical bias of the sample with respect to the sur-
rounding plasma was determined in the following way: The
current flowing to the Si sample was measured as a function
of the voltage applied between the sample and the ground.
When the current reached the value of 0, the voltage corre-
sponded to the local “wall potential” �or “floating”� where
the fluxes of electrons and low energy ions just cancel each
other.73,74 The floating potential was about 10–15 V negative
with respect to the potential of the surrounding plasma, and
the energy of the ions reaching the sample surface of about
10 to 15 V was clearly under the threshold for physical sput-
tering under these conditions �see Fig. 4.8 in Ref. 75, p. 169�.
The required negative bias of the sample was then adjusted
with respect to this reference “floating” potential by means
of the auxiliary bias unit.

The etch rate was determined from the weight loss of the

sample using an ultra-microbalance with accuracy of
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0.1 �g. The relatively small weight loss during the cleaning
with the sample at high temperature was determined several
times and, because it was well reproducible, it was sub-
tracted from the total weight loss during the cleaning and
subsequent etching in order to obtain the actual etch rate in
the experiment. With the etched area of 1.6 cm2, the accu-
racy of the etch rate was about 3 Å /�, where � is the time of
etching, typically of �100 min. In some experiments, the
etch rate was determined from the intensity of the SiH2

+ sig-
nal in the quadrupole-mass spectrometer, which was con-
nected to the discharge tube via a small orifice and differen-
tially pumped with a separate turbo-pump �not shown in Fig.
1�. For this purpose, the intensity of the signal was calibrated
versus the etch rate determined by the weight loss.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Etching of silicon in pure hydrogen plasma

In this subsection, we present results obtained in pure
hydrogen plasma where the oxygen impurity was less than
2–3 ppm. Figure 2 shows the etch rate versus sample tem-

FIG. 2. Etch rate as a function of the temperature of the Si sample at dis-
charge current density Idisch=2 mA /cm2, hydrogen pressure of 0.15 mbar,
and floating potential Vbias=0 V. The results of Webb and Veprek and Gates
et al. are shown for comparison �see text�.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the etch rate on discharge-current density at floating

potential and temperature of the Si sample of 150 °C.
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perature as obtained in the present work at floating potential
under the conditions specified in the figure. The results of
Webb and Veprek53 and of Gates et al.66 are shown for com-
parison. The higher etch rate obtained in the present work as
compared with Webb and Veprek is due to the higher con-
centration of atomic hydrogen, which is the result of a larger
diameter of the discharge tube and higher discharge-current
density.

This is semiquantitatively shown in Fig. 3 where the etch
rate is plotted as a function of discharge-current density. For
small current, the density of H atoms increases approxi-
mately linearly with the current, changing to a sublinear de-
pendence at medium currents due to complex processes of
dissociation and recombination. One notices also the good
agreement between the etch rate measured by weight loss
and by calibrated-mass spectrometry.

Figure 4 shows the Arrhenius plot of the etch rate versus
reciprocal temperature. For temperatures below the maxi-
mum etch rate, the activation energy is positive. At higher
temperatures, the activation energy is negative of about
−1.5 kcal /mol. This is less than the value of −4.5 kcal /mol
found by Veprek and Sarott during the electron-induced etch-
ing in hydrogen plasma55 but close to the value of
−1.6 kcal /mol reported by Abrefah and Olander for etching
of silicon with thermally produced H atoms.65 The present
results are in accord with the reaction mechanism that has
been suggested by Veprek and Sarott55 and by Abrefah and
Olander65 and is shown schematically in Fig. 5.

Abrefah and Olander also considered diffusion of hydro-
gen into the silicon. This is not included in the present, sim-
plified mechanism because, due to the very high, time-
independent fluxes of atomic hydrogen of the order of

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plot of the etch rate vs reciprocal temperature.
FIG. 5. Simplified reaction mechanism �see text�.
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1019 atoms /cm2 s in our work, as compared to about
1016 atoms /cm2 s in the work of Abrefah and Olander, the
hydrogen concentration in our sample reaches a steady state
after a relatively short time, as compared to the time of the
etching.

All the authors53,55,65 agreed, and Gates et al.66–69 con-
firmed in very detailed experiments, that for an efficient
etching, a high surface concentration of the SiH3 groups is
necessary in order to enable the formation of SiH4 in step 4a
�see Fig. 5�. The initial, small increase of the etch rate with
temperature �below about 60 °C� is due to the thermally
activated formation of the final SiH4 product �step 4a in Fig.
5�, whereas its decrease is due to the competing recombina-
tion and release of H2 by all possible reactions �H-
abstraction step 4b and heterogeneous recombinations steps
3b, 2b, and 1b�. The activation energy of the silane formation
�step 4a in Fig. 5� of 10 kcal/mol estimated by Veprek and
Sarott for electron-induced etching with hydrogen and of 1.8
kcal/mol found by Abrefah and Olander in molecular beam
experiment are in reasonable agreement if one takes into ac-
count the significantly different experimental conditions,
where the fluxes of atomic hydrogen differed by orders of
magnitude. The competing hydrogen abstraction �step 4b�
should have activation energy of about 3–4 kcal/mol by anal-
ogy with its gas-phase counterparts SiH4�g�+H�g�→SiH3

+H2,76 because in both cases it involves the same step of
breaking a Si-H bond whose energy depends only slightly on
the number of Si-H bonds in SiHx, x�3. Only slightly
higher values were reported for hydrogen abstraction from
hydrocarbons, which is in agreement with the stronger C-H
bond.77

The recombination of chemisorbed hydrogen and desorp-
tion of H2 from the SiHy, y�3, surface groups according to
steps 1b, 2b, and 3b in Fig. 5 occurs at different tempera-
tures. Their importance in the overall reaction mechanism
depends on the surface coverage, which in turn is determined
by a balance between the flux of H atoms and the tempera-
ture. As already mentioned, the fluxes are orders of magni-
tude higher in our earlier papers and especially in the present
work, as compared with those in the modulated-beam experi-
ment of Abrefah and Olander, and in the adsorption/
desorption experiments of Gates et al. Nevertheless, some
general trends can be summarized which are in agreement
with all the papers on this subject: The SiH3 groups already
start decomposing to SiH�ads� and H2 below 50 °C with
activation energy of about 2 kcal/mol, and no SiH3 could be
detected at 400 °C in the “static” experiment of Gates et
al.69 For the Si surface saturated with chemisorbed hydrogen
the SiH3�ads� species can be still detected at a somewhat
higher temperature of 402 °C.67,69

Many papers have shown that upon annealing with a lin-
ear temperature increase under ultra-high vacuum �UHV�, a
silicon surface, which was originally fully saturated with hy-
drogen, will release H2 from the SiH3 and SiH2 groups with
a maximum desorption rate at about 350 °C, leaving the
monohydride phase Si-H�ads� �e.g., Refs. 66–69 and 78�.

Only above 550 °C does this monohydride phase release H2
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due to heterogeneous recombination 2SiH�ads�→Si�s�+H2.
In general, the activation energy of any of the steps releasing
H2 in Fig. 5 will also depend to some extent on the surface
coverage due to the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. There-
fore, the activation energies for the overall desorption of H2

of 2.8 kcal/mol �Ref. 55� and of 4.5 kcal/mol �Ref. 65� are in
a reasonable agreement with the other published data.

When the Si surface is exposed to an intense, clean hy-
drogen plasma where the H atom flux reaches �1019

H atoms /cm2 s, the mono- and polyhydride phases can be
stabilized at much higher temperature71,79 depending on the
flux of the H atoms.53 This explains why, in the present pa-
per, we still find a measurable high etch rate even at the
temperature of 500 °C, whereas in the work of Webb and
Veprek, and Gates et al., the etch rates decreased below the
detection limit �see Fig. 2�. Obviously, the higher the flux of
H atoms toward the Si surface, the higher the etch rate and
the slower is its decrease with increasing temperature above
the optimum value of 60–70 °C.

Increasing the substrate bias slightly increases the etch
rate �see Fig. 6�. This might be due to subplantation of hy-
drogen, momentum-transfer-enhanced mixing and diffusion
within the hydrogenated surface layer,47 or ion-induced
chemical sputtering.46 Physical sputtering can be ruled out
because, when using the published values of the sputter
yield75 and the measured ion flux, and assuming that the ions
have energy corresponding to the value of the bias �an over-
estimate�, the maximum contribution of physical sputtering
may be of 2–4 Å /min, which is negligible as compared
with the measured etch rate shown in Fig. 6. The experimen-
tal results presented in Fig. 6 will be useful for the under-
standing of the mechanism of anisotropic etching later in this
paper.

Veprek and Sarott reported roughening of the Si surface
upon etching with hydrogen under electron bombardment
�see Figs. 5 and 6 in Ref. 55�. Also, Abrefah and Olander
found surface roughening �see Fig. 4 in Ref. 65�. Figure 7
shows examples of the surface morphology of a Si sample
etched in clean hydrogen plasma at 150 °C and bias of

FIG. 6. Effect of substrate bias on silicon etching at a pressure of 0.15 mbar,
sample temperature of 150 °C, and two different discharge-current densities
of 2 and 6 mA /cm2.
−150 V. The morphology is typical of crystallographic etch-
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ing. A series of detailed studies has shown that the roughness
increases with increasing sample temperature and decreasing
negative bias. Samples etched at a temperature close to the
maximum etch rate �e.g., 80 °C� and negative bias of
−150 V or more have fairly flat surfaces. We do not show
these details here because they are not of much importance in
the context of this work.

B. Effect of oxygen impurities

In this series of experiments, ultra-pure oxygen
�99.999%� was added into the hydrogen discharge via a
UHV leak valve and its concentration in the gas phase was
measured by means of calibrated quadrupole-mass spectrom-
eter. The results are shown in Fig. 8 for the Si sample at

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Scanning electron micrographs �SEMs� showing example of the
surface morphology of Si sample etched in clean hydrogen plasma at a
pressure of 0.15 mbar, temperature of 150 °C, and bias −150 V. �a� is top
view and �b� is a side view under glancing incidence.

FIG. 8. Effect of the addition of oxygen impurities on the etch rate of silicon
in contaminated hydrogen plasma at a sample temperature of 80 °C, total
pressure of 0.15 mbar, and a relatively high discharge current density of
6 mA /cm2 and sample bias of 0 V. The different symbols �squares and full

circles� correspond to two successive experiments.
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floating potential and two different experimental runs
�squares and circles� in order to demonstrate the reproduc-
ibility. Notice that the temperature of the sample was kept at
80 °C where the etch rate in pure hydrogen plasma is close
to maximum �see Fig. 2�. In order to assure constant condi-
tions and to save time, the etch rate was measured in situ by
means of the calibrated mass spectrometry. During the mea-
surement, the discharge was interrupted at oxygen concentra-
tion of 30 ppm in order to illustrate the effect of increasing
contamination of the surface of the Si sample in the absence
of plasma.

One can see that already 10 ppm of oxygen impurities
noticeably reduced the etch rate and, at an oxygen concen-
tration of more than 70 ppm, the etch rate stops. This is due
to formation of a thin oxide layer on the surface of the Si
sample, which prevents the silicon etching by hydrogen. We
shall see in the next section that, indeed, silica cannot be
etched at temperatures below 300 °C.

With increased oxygen-impurity content, the floating po-
tential, measured with respect to the grounded cathode �see
Fig. 1�, also decreased almost linearly, and at a concentration
of about 70 ppm, when the etching stops, a sharp decrease of
about 200 V was seen �see Fig. 9�. With a further increase of
oxygen impurity, the floating potential remained essentially
constant up to the upper limit of 600 ppm measured in this
work. This can be qualitatively understood in terms of the
higher ionization energy of H2 as compared with O2 �Ref.
80� and due to the fact that pure hydrogen �and silane� dis-
charge has a relatively high axial-field strength because of
electron energy losses by excitation of molecular
vibrations.73 Extensive theoretical modeling of the glow dis-
charge would be necessary in order to quantify this effect
theoretically. We do not attempt to do that. This example
only illustrates the consistency with the etching results.

The decrease of the etch rate with increasing oxygen im-
purities was due to the formation of the SiOx surface layer
which acts as a barrier for hydrogen, which cannot chemi-
sorb on the underlying Si surface and facilitate the etching
according to mechanism summarized in Fig. 5. SiO2 can be

FIG. 9. Effect of oxygen concentration on the value of the floating potential
with respect to the grounded cathode �see text�.
etched in hydrogen discharge only at a high temperature of
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�350 °C where, as seen in Fig. 2, the etching of Si by
atomic hydrogen either stops �see Refs. 53 and 66� or
strongly decreases �present work�. Thus, a selective etching
of Si and SiO2 should be possible by means of the control of
the temperature.

C. Etching of SiO2

Silicon dioxide cannot be etched with molecular hydrogen
below about 1200 °C because the chemical equilibrium of
both reactions �1a� and �1b� is strongly shifted to the left-
hand side, with Gibbs free energy of the reactions �1a� and
�1b� at 873 °C of +372 and +433 kJ /mol, respectively. No-
tice that reaction �1a� corresponds to reduction of the silica
whereas �1b� corresponds to etching. The values of the Gíbbs
free energy of the formation of the reactants and products
were taken from81

SiO2�s� + 2H2 = Si�s� + 2H2O�g� , �1a�

SiO2�s� + H2 = SiO�g� + H2O�g� . �1b�

In the hydrogen-glow discharge with a concentration of
atomic hydrogen of several vol. %, we consider, as a sim-
plified case, reactions �2a� and �2b�. The corresponding
Gibbs free energies of these reactions at 873 °C are −378.4
and +57.8 kJ /mol, respectively. This means that with atomic
hydrogen, the reduction of the silica surface to Si �reaction
�2a�� and a subsequent formation of silanes can occur,
whereas the etching according to reaction �2b� cannot pro-
ceed:

SiO2�s� + 4H = Si�s� + 2H2O�g� , �2a�

SiO2�s� + 2H = SiO�g� + H2O�g� . �2b�

Webb and Veprek reported that the etching of silica in hy-
drogen plasma commences above 400 °C, and at 450 °C
reaches about 30 Å /min.82 This is in fair agreement with the
results of the present study, which are shown in Fig. 10.

For given conditions, the etch rate increased with increas-
ing discharge-current density. The Arrhenius plot of the loga-
rithm of the etch rate versus reciprocal temperature yields a

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the etch rate of SiO2 in pure hydrogen
plasma at pressure of 0.15 mbar and a relatively high discharge current
density of 10 mA /cm2.
straight line with activation energy of +10 kcal /mol �not
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shown here�. This is much less than the activation energy of
90 kcal/mol reported for the disproportionation reaction
SiO2�s�+Si�s�→2SiO�g� and sublimation of SiO.83–86 The
volatility of SiO�g� at elevated temperatures is used during
silicon-microelectronic processing in order to clean the Si
surface covered with oxide via the disproportionation reac-
tion, which is usually carried on at a high temperature of
�1000 °C. Earlier studies by one of the authors have shown
that exposure of silica to hydrogen plasma at �1000 °C re-
sults in the formation of a sufficiently large quantity of
SiO�g� to convert about 10 mg of barium titanate, BaTiO3, to
barium sphene, BaTiSiO5, within 1 h.87 This is consistent
with the volatility of SiO, which is very low at 400 °C, but
sufficient at 1000 °C.81 Considering the equilibrium pressure
of SiO at about 400 °C reported in Ref. 81 �see p. 1650�, the
expected desorption rate of SiO should be of the order of
cv�104 molecules /cm2 s �cv�1 is the vaporization coeffi-
cient�, which is orders of magnitude lower than the measured
etch rate of about 1 Å /min reported in Fig. 10, which would
correspond to more than 1�1014 SiO molecules /cm2 s.
Based on these results, we can rule reaction �2b� out.

The onset of the etching of SiO2 at about 350 °C and its
strong increase with increasing temperature is consistent
with desorption of chemisorbed water on silica from isolated
silanol groups.88,89 Because the etch rate of silicon at 400 °C
in pure hydrogen is almost 200 Å /s, the most likely etch
mechanism of silica etching in hydrogen plasma is the reduc-
tion of SiO2 to Si according to reaction �2a� with thermally
induced desorption of water from the silanol groups, fol-
lowed by subsequent formation of silane according to the
scheme in Fig. 5. The mass-spectrometric signal of SiH2

+

observed during the etching is consistent with this sugges-
tion.

D. Control of the isotropic versus anisotropic etching

For this study, Si samples were patterned with chromium
masks using contact lithography and the lift-off technique
with a feature size of several �m. �Note that the conven-
tional photoresist, which would allow us to demonstrate
etching of smaller feature sizes, could not be used because it
would be etched away by the intense hydrogen plasma. One
may, of course, use another inorganic resist, which can sus-
tain the attack by atomic hydrogen, but this technique was
not available to us.� In pure hydrogen plasma, the etching
was almost isotropic, as illustrated in Fig. 11�a�. The under-
cut and overetching resulted in a collapse and loss of the
mask in many parts of the etched sample. The addition of a
small amount of oxygen and the simultaneous application of
negative bias resulted in anisotropic etching, as illustrated in
Fig. 11�b�. One can clearly see the perpendicular sidewalls,
which illustrates the high degree of anisotropy that can be
achieved under the given conditions.

In order to elucidate the mechanism responsible for the
anisotropic etching, we show in Fig. 12 the dependence of
the degree of anisotropy, defined as the ratio of the vertical to
horizontal etch rate calculated from scanning electron micro-

graphs �see the y-axis on the right-hand side�, for hydrogen
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contaminated with oxygen impurities similar to Fig. 11�b�,
and the ratio of etch rate in pure hydrogen at a given nega-
tive bias to that at floating potential �see y-axis on the left-
hand side in Fig. 12�. Because the increase of anisotropy
with increasing negative bias in oxygen-contaminated dis-
charge is significantly stronger than that of the etch rates in
pure hydrogen discharge, it is clear that the anisotropy is due
to the passivation of side-walls by a very thin oxide film. The

(a)

(b)

FIG. 11. �a� Example of an almost isotropic etching of patterned Si wafer in
pure hydrogen plasma. Vbias=0 V. �b� Example of anisotropic etching upon
addition of 4–7 ppm of oxygen and applying negative bias of −300 V.
Sample temperature 73 °C, discharge current density 6 mA /cm2, and pres-
sure 0.15 mbar.

FIG. 12. Effect of the bias on the degree of anisotropy in oxygen-
contaminated plasma and the ratio of the etch rate under the given bias to
that at floating potential in a clean hydrogen plasma. Conditions as in Fig.
11, only the somewhat higher temperature of 150 °C was chosen in order to

obtain better reproducibility.
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oxide contamination was removed from the bottom surface
by the ion bombardment, which enabled its etching with
atomic hydrogen.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The etching of silicon in a hydrogen-glow discharge is
reproducible and efficient only when the oxygen impurity
content in the plasma is 3–5 ppm or less. Higher oxygen
content strongly reduces the etch rate due to formation of
surface oxide. Application of negative bias helps to remove
the oxide layer by ion bombardment and to etch the under-
lying silicon. However, the etching is less efficient than in
pure hydrogen plasma. Oxygen impurities in hot-wire pro-
cesses will have the same detrimental effect.

In clean hydrogen plasma, the optimum temperature for
the etching at high rates is between about 60 °C and 70 °C.
The optimum temperature increases slightly with increasing
concentration of atomic hydrogen, i.e., with increasing
plasma density.

This process is of scientific interest and is also useful for
the cleaning of discharge equipment contaminated with sili-
con �and Ge, P, As, …� deposits. Because such deposits are
likely to be contaminated with oxygen, energetic ion bom-
bardment at a bias of 100–300 V, dense plasmas, and some-
what higher temperature of 120–150 °C are suitable in order
to achieve efficient removal of the contaminants and a suffi-
cient etch rate of silicon.

In clean hydrogen plasma, the etching is isotropic. The
addition of a small amount of oxygen impurities in the range
of �10 ppm and the simultaneous application of negative
bias to the etched Si sample allows one to control the aniso-
tropy within a wide range.

The silicon etching and patterning with hydrogen plasma,
as demonstrated in this paper, is of limited interest to micro-
electronic technology because of complex electronic effects
of hydrogen dissolved in the silicon wafer, and also because
of the hydrogen embrittlement. For the same reasons, clean-
ing of silicon wafers by atomic hydrogen will results in simi-
lar undesirable damage of the silicon material.
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